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z.
1. Introduction

r

The -efficient strategies used by, experts.are 'often quite complex, and therefore

unsuitable for direct instruction. One instructional alternative in suc4 cases, is to initially

pyesent a s-impler stratdgy, and then work to *mote its transformation *into the expert
Strategy. In order to do this, it is necessary to have a detailed understanding of the demands

,of acquiring the,expert stra4egy:

Greeno 82 Simon (1974) and Simon (1975) both have pointed out that there are often
several different, but "functionlly equivalent", methods for performing a task, Even though

4, these methodS may all be sufficient, they make very different demands on an individual's

processint and merry capacities. Th1/4 demands of /the particular method being used will

clefectrine not just a student's taeility at a task, but also the ease of ff4orporating that skill as

a sub-skill iv more camplex' tasks.

Resnick (}9176) has suggested that seful instructional task analses must consider booth

the sophisticated methods which the itudent is eventually to master, and the best sequence of
- .

* . simpler strategies with which to lead the student to the.expert strategy. She- reports that,

even in the simple, task of performing 'singleacii0 subtractions, small 'children discover for

tlymselves methods which' would be very difficult to give them by direct instruction.

Neches (1979) has studied the process 'of incremental refinements to an ini-tial

procedure by which an expert strategy i; developed. Neches St Hayes (1.978), referri-ng to

this refinement process!.as "strategy transformation", note that a small set of categories are

sufficient to classify most instances of striategy change. Eath type.- of change requires

attending to different aspects of the current procedure. Neches (1979) divide's the change
. . -.

process into three phases: .4(a) noticing the possibility of making A* change of 'a particular

type0b) suggesting exactly ,yrhat form the change will take; and, .(e) establishing the change
'

permanently' in the , repertoire of procedures. He found that attempts to' develop
improvemeht's could be abandoned in ,any of these three stages.

k of
Information processing' analysts of strategies for' performing a tasV can be used" to

suggest how those strategies will %change as a student ga'ins experience with a task. This

paper describes techn(ques for performing such antlyses, with the goatof identifying
potential sourses of difficulty in discovering improvements to procedures./

I will start by. developing a model of the strategy change RroCess ) section .2.* This
,

section will start with a .set of a'ssumptions about the basic structure' Of "the human

information processor, describe 3 set of mechanisms which constitute the heart of the-model,
..,-
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and then expand on the portions of the set relevent to task analitsis.

Neches
kr

The approach to task analysis 'll be presenting involves.carefuliy.defining b'oth the

procedures to be developed and the 'al novice sjrategies we expect to see emploj/ed. The

goal procedure can then be cpnsidered in terms of the cfanges which must be made in order

to produce it frdm the initial procedures. Making a change to a procedure 'requireS noticing
the appropriate properties of that procedure as one performs ite Different prof)e4ties,/,11

destected, suggest different types of changes; one of the modes goals is to specify these
properties for eachtrankformation type. f

The task analyset focus om two major pot$ntial sources of dithoulty: (a ) ease of

di..)covehng essential chaeges; ,ancl (b) -competition /from alter.native strafeky changes..

Determining the properties of the initial strategy provides sortie knowledge 'of the 'tet of
t

likely changes to it. ..Detler.mining what must be noticed in order to discozer one of those,I.
.properties, in turn, makes it possible fo analyze the distribution of prere isite infornzation.
That is, we can look for the points in the procedure where critical

-appear. E3y considering the number of operations Intervening betwee those pczints, we can

'attempt to -make predictions about the ttifficulty of making a particy ar change.' The paper

ems of '/Information

describes several factors- affecting these predictions. For example imple assumppons about

capacity limitations in,humap short term memory play a role, in edictirlg }low difficulty of
/discovering a change/will increase with the.number of Intervening operatioris..

..The tast sttion of the pap"er will attempt to illustrat these paints by ¶presenting

an'alyse of stra egy improvement in a relativelY siMple domli: single digit arithmetic.

4.

4.1

1,
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Z. )4 -Model of the ProceSies Underlying Strategy Changes

The piirpcise of this *section is to provide a theoretic:al fciundation for the approach to

tapk analysi deveroped in the sect-ions following. .An attemit is made here to offer a general

model- which Will apply to a broad range oj circbmstances,, and to specify that, model as
completely as possible, A complete information processing model should specify itt
assumptions efaout tle...iRiormatieri processing system, as well as its Ilypotheses about the

pilrocesses wilich that 4ystm executes. Si9ce LanAddressing a mixed audieke, the reader
,

should note that the discussion which 'follows is likely to be of greater interest to

psychologists than educational researchers. After reading the next few paragraphs, thOse
With. primarily appl ed intefests can afford to skip tO section 2.5.

q.

2.1- An overview of the'_model

, While executing a procedure, informatjon about recent operations resides in' working

Memory.. There is a small sat of basic m'et-ho'cls for producing different kindsf changes to a
procedure. Associated with each method are sets of patterns to be matched against working
riaerriory. .When.a .match is fo6nd, a goal is established to apply' tile associated method using
the information which rnatctvi the pattern. When such a g9a1 is established, the system tries

to fity) an ,appropriate fnodifi-cation to the current procedure. This may lead te additional

changes being required for le procedure to continue to work correctly. However, I believe
that the strategy chgnge process seeksto minimize effort. If it is too difficult to generate a
change, the attempt is abandoned.

.In summary, gle theory has five key assuOptip s. (A) It places a strong emphasis on '

short terM mem44. ory capacity limitaticins. (B) It assumes that processing is primarily bottom-up

rather than top-down. (C) It assumes that Me system is highly heuristic --,transformation
types and their apsociated patterns are not guaranteed to work, but are usually- worth
gambling on. (0) It assumes that the process is designed for minimal effort it gives up high

performanCe at strategy imitovment in return for reduce& processing effoq (This is done

by cutting-off processing which doesn't .produce quick success.) (E) Finally, the theory
assumes that strategy change ig a .background process people are always trying to do it,
but*they onlkuse tho ,e resources loft over from the tasA at hand.

2.2 InforMation in working mernory
> .

As a procedure is executed, infformation about it enterorking.memory). Since short
term memory is effectively4 Iimited in its papacity, information can be retained oniy about
relativety recent operations.' "Information", as the term is used here, is defineFl .very broadly.

The minimal information which.seems to be available consists 'of (a) the actions jt.M
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performed; (b) the cl-ata operated upon bY those actions; and, (c) the resulting states ,

produced by to actions. It. seems _that additional information can .include a range of

baCkground knowledge that addition is Gommutative and associative, that subtraction is

not, and so on.)

.There is also some vidence in protocols of subjects doing seOuence generation that
It

Anticipation information is vailable to a limited degree. That is, in making changes.to their

procedures, subjects sOmetimes seem to be making use of knowldge about what they .will be

doing, in additio.# to their.krtowledge about what they have just done. This is not a surprising
.%

empirical discovery. It is, however, a com4on sense observation that should be accounted for

by a theory of the'representation and execution of proceduresf in the human mind. would
_ _ .

like to.see,a prodtzet ion system theory proVide this account, since -- as 1 will argue below---
,

production systems provide A promising structure in general;ofor models of learning;

Howevpr, in most formulations of produdon Systems (e.g.,'Newel) & Simon; 1972; Newell,
. .

1973), actions are selected only on the basis of trio currcFnt contents of w'orking memory; it is

iMpossible to predict, what the next action will be, be-"Cuse there is' no way af knowing in

advance how the-currerlduction will alter werking memory.

-One way, to understand the availability of these different sources of informatiw 11 tp

view short term memory in the li t of spreading activation modelsi(Anderson, 1,976; Collink &

(--) Loftus, 1975; Levin, 1976. .1 er than postulating,the kind of separate strutture propcksed

by WaUgh & Norman (1965),. and dccepted by such theorists as Newell & Simon (1572), .11

spreading acOation' -models describe memory as uniftirm 'semantic network. Nodes in the

network ma, be more or less "active", with the activity level of a given 'node being some
-...74`itonction of the activity levels of nodes linkedAo it. Tho4igh details vary, the models. enerallx

440T- .

litet.:tkort ternt memory cerreSponds to the set of Currently active structu s. in the,

I.

k

semantic ne /those actiN/ated above a certain level).

'V.,

2.3 IniUatii of strategy changes

The first stage of strategy change is, in this model, based on pattn detection. More
r- -

specifically, the ribdel asserts that there k a set of transformation types -- methods for
pro.ducing various kinds e:f chznges a procedure. Each -transformation type has associated

with. it a set of patt.erns to be ma ched against the trate information 'in woiking memory.

.When a patter\e is matched, a goal.is established to apPly the associated transformItion "type.

These-goals tan be viewed as loosely:analogous to the APPLY goals of QPS (Newell &-Simon,

1972; 'Ernst & Newell, 1969) in that other operations ma have to be perforMed first 'to
pnable performance of the goal operation.

4
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2.3.1'Pattern-matching control processes

Neches

. .
'This view leads to a concere with pattern matching processes. For the morngnt, a

, ,
. ,

"pattern" will ;be defined to be simply a set of "corfditions" or tOst. A pattern is matched if/
. .. ,

all of its co.nditions are satisfied. lri this model, the patterens are compared to the tra.3e
..

information active in werking memory.' The tests specified in a patterra are conditions which
.each must be satisfied by=ah active bode or group of nodes. Thei'Ssues to be addressed in

specifying a ,pattern Matching model can roughly bt divided into a) asumptions about the.
processing rules governing pattern matching; and (b) hypotheses about the, contents of.

specific patter, which are testeci accordiqg to those rules. The latter_ are' presented \fl

'sectiorr2.6'.
-I A t

;
. Prom a psychological standpoint, most assumptioliS about proci essing r les are ad hoc,

since there .is -4no eppirrCal evidenc`e to suggqsi pr6ieiences among e- alternatives.

2.

,,
Productio'n systems, the mest psycriztvgicalry oriented' patterR niatching scheme, first' biégan

, , . _ . .
to receive major attention wilh Newell Si Simon ( 1972), although the first really detailed\
aPplication was Ne'well's (1973) model .of Sternberg's (1969) memory scanning task. A.
number of produetion sysfem models of Terformant,e at various tasks have-been presented

I..(Baylor 8.*, pl7sconn9:711; Klahr Sr k\it,iallace, 1970; Ohlsson; 1977; Young, 1973). However, aside

from Newell (1:97% only. Klahr Si Wallace' (1976)'and Anderson. (1976) hav.e tried to develop

produation systems.as comprehensive information processing theor'ies.' -Their work bdirrows.

heavily of concepts developed in Artificial Intelligehce rather than psychology (Newell, 1973;
..,,

Davis & King, 1975;.4nat .8., McDermott, 1977; Waterman and Hayes-Roth, a978). 10 gpneral,

there are- three important corisiderations: (a) how conditions in a pattern are compared
.

against data; (b) how patierns are .selected fot:' testingrarid, (c)' how k choic 6. is made among

multiple pattern matches.
A ,

o, .
ri

0- The majof- thing which needs to be said about the cprnparison of condition_ elements to
. ,

'data .elpments isNthat the piticess is highly ,pro/ ne to combinatorial explosion. The source is
, I

the need to compare every condition element to every data,eiement if all match possibilities

are to be Considered. 1 Clever progrImming cart cut this exiiráSion. considerably- 7- for
ex'amp.le, by testing,conditions one at a"'firne and eliminating all patterns containing conditicins

which fail (Forgy, 1978). Kowever, while these methods reduce the force, of the explosion,
.., . .

. they cannot contain it. Any pattern-diiected system- which, purports to ,be an information

processing, model accounting for real time. behavior must explain .how the cornbinatorics of
_ .

condition-testing are/ handled. -Thuso an9 theory of pattern matching must', of necessity,,
assame a grpat deal of paralleVprocessing. In addition, it'may jna necessary to assume that

hburistics ate u,sed to avoid testing all possible combinations of data fil'ments and condition

.

*

Li
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elements.. Thit, introduces oft n element of uncertain y; sych a system,..would sometimes fail to

notice that the data were aVailable to match a pattern.
- .

Similar considerations affect the selecti6n of patterns for testing.

2.3.2 Consistency with learning theorie%

It41 N important to mite that this structure necesAly pres some equivalent. to the
laWs 'cer,Icy.or,contiguity propounded by both behaviorist and sestaltist learning theories

t N

(Guthrie, 1952, Hull, 1952; koffkal 1943; Thorndike, 1913). All of these theories were
concernewith the connection or association of two events, whether th'ose eveniswere
referred to 'as/s-limOli and respons6s, or as gestalts. While 'differing on the rales -of frequencY.

and reinforceme6t, all agree on a principle of contiguity: stimuli muSt appear close.together

. in time to.be considered part of the same event.
d

'How does a pattern matching model predict such a law? With no stronger prem ise than

that short term memory is limited in capacitypit follows t at the closeness in lime of ,releveni

information will affect lhe probability of a pattern being matched. Imagine 'pattern with two
conditions, which are capable'bf being satisfied by items /1 and In tet pectively. ( member

-that i(ems represent pieces of'informatn of the sort discussed in section .2.) The istance

in time between // a'nci _In is the riAimber .of operations intervening between their ar ival in
working meMory. 0

i?tt.he extreme, the effect of distance is .clear; if In is too far away, then 1/ will have
dropped out of short ter memory when In appears, so the pat tern can not be matched., At

closer int6vals, so that and / are both active in working mewory simultaneously, their

distance liptay also stil ave an effect.;In general, since most theories of short term memory
"rview,it as a queue e can expect that the time for which two items will both be in wqrking
memory will inc sase as .the distance between them decreases. If we m4ke the simple
'assumpttens that p ttern are tested whenerer working nlemory changes, and that there is

some probability that a match will be ignored, theh it follows 'that the longer the two Items
are both available, the greater. the probability that the match will be found.

Ever4 under much mare cOmplex assumptions, such as embodied in Anderson's (1976)

ACT system, the ame conclusion holds. In ACT, Anderson assumes that patterns are matched

against, the set of activenodes and links. PeriodicPally, all members of this set are

deactivated, with the exception of the ten nodes most recently to a special "Active

List". Patterns have a' strength associated with them, Which is a ure of how often they
have been useful in the past. It is reasonable to_say that the frequency with whicl a pattern

is tested depends on its strength, although. this simplifies the actu'al mechanisms of AC";.
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somewhat.. This non-zero probability of ignoring a match is Aifficient to predia a'contiguity
effect; the only differente Anderson's more complex assumptions make is that .they predict

- , that the size of the effpct can vary.

.0

2.4 Representation of strategy changes A

Previous sections have presented an argument fo9' a pattern-driverT system as a

perspicuous model of the processes underli strategy changes(.. In thes section, 1 will argue

that the procedures being, modified, and the changes being made to them, ace also best
represented within ihe same structure. Production systems are an especially suitable medium

for representin acquired procedural kno*ledge.

The k .y idea underlying production systems is the pattern-action rule, or production.
The bas.c cycle of a production system consists of (a) testing the 'pattern pars .gf each

. production.ligainst the contents of a data memoryk and then, (b) e....i."qg the action part of

one or more productions whose pattern was mAshed..
/

9)'art of the case for the virtues of production'systerns is presented by Ne II -& Simon )
(1 2, pages 804-806). Among the reasons theyAlke in support of production sy'?t,m s as

heoretical constructs are: that each produ,ction is independent of the others, tha theu

organization (e.g., a single, cenfral workin memory) clearly corresponds ,to well-defineA..

psychological constructs, arid that production systems struck "a nice ba4Pance; -between what

are these days called "eVent-driven'? vs. "schema-driven" processing. The lattsr argument isI

- _7

part of a set of arguments that pioduction systems have sufficient power to model key

aspects of human behavior. The middle argument is part, of a set of arg ents that
pioduction sys-tems are pleusible simulations of the human information "processin system.

TheSe are im ortant but the-key argument is the first. a *

P ductions. are independent because they doligt interact directly,.but only through
working memory. They do riot call each other by name; the only way they can be linked is if
the Nc t ion of One piaces information in working memory which causes the pattern of another

to be rnatched. Thu, the kriowledge about its fellows embodied in a production' is of an

extrerriely Ifmited- nature. When a production performl an action, such as *thanging the
,0conteMs of working memory, the only assumption made about otber productions is that there

is grieast one which will respond appropriately. No assumptions are embodied in that

production about which production will respond, nor about what action it will take.

This means that it should be relatively easy to develop programs which modify,.
pooduction systems, since changing a system requires only manufacturir a new production

and adding it. The modification program dOes not need to understand .th flow .01.control of
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the program it modifies; it only needs to understand the small, locaf function of the production

it is adding. This eiesents a much more constrained, manageable task for a learning system.

-.Until relatively recently, the argument for production systems as tools for. Modelling
learning waS entirely theoretical. In the last few years, rlowever, a number of self-nzodifyin

production systems -- progr.'ams with the capacity to 'add production rules..-te themselves --

have been demonstrated, starting with Waterman'siork on' adaptive productien systenis
(Waterman, 1975, 1970.- Since his initial efforts, severaLtelf-moctifying .systems have lieen
developed which le.arn problem solving'strategies. Neves-(1978), for thcarnple,has de`veloped

a LISP program which builds productions 'for simplifying 'airbraie equatiens, guided only by,

examples. His program.gradually construct§ a complete procedure, composed of productions

ind6ced from^ a' seriesiefDlAnt examples. t%

formerly-of Carnegie-Mellon University and now at Keie,Universi , has.

demonstrated a)proAgr quite similar in spirit td the 'theory presented here. His system

acquires inCreasingly sophisticated strategies for solving the Tower of Hanoi puzzle .(Anzai,
1978) "The- system initially starts out with a set of productions ,for solving the ptiZzle by
heuristic search, and a set of productions for adding new productions. As moves are trietl in

4 t He heuristic search stage, sontie of the latter productions discover that certain cl-asses of

moves 'N:Yere unwise and build productions to avoid, them in the f-uture. TheSe new'

produptionsikive the system a new s-trategy foe 4bving the puzzle in which moves
selected by eliminating all unacceptable alternatives, falling back upon heuristic search oif
multiple alternatives remain. From' there, the system is able to build productions
represent an induced set,of goals and subgoals, which in turn enable it to build up
programs for certain sub-tasks. of 11-)e problem. Anzars work represents a very ear

demonstration of the power of production systems for learning systems in which procedures

are built by piece-wise development of component parts.

The design of Anzai's program incorporates a certain amount of knowledge about the
puzzle it is solving. Thus, it is difficult f-6 evaluate the generality or his learning mechanisms.
thp principles, used in his "bad-move elimination" production; s'eem most clearly general'. Iri

as yet unpublished 'work, he has used similar principles in a program which develops

strategies for the Piagetian seriation task. We -will be seeing very similar principles

appearing in the discussion of a strategy transformaJon type which I c,all "deletion of

all

unnecessary parts" (section 2.5).

8
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2.5 Pattern detectors fordievon transformation types_
-4. *So far, the speiificatieti of he model has largely been conceine.cl with descri

processing environTh'ent. This de4ptiOr has been stated as a set of assumptions aboOt t

Neches

structure of the information processing system in which procedures are executed and

rhOdified, thp control of the processes whieh produce thoge changes, and the representation, of

procedures 'and their modifications. This section will attempt to further specify the model by

detailing a set of strategy change mechanisms within)this processing environment. I will be

con&-idering seven strategy transformation types proposed by Neches & Hayes 0970, and
observed among subjects practicing at a complex symbol manipulation task {Neches, 1979) ,:

1 i?eduetion to results: converting a comptitaticmal process to a memory retriea
process.

2. Reduction to a kale: replacing a procedure with an induced rule for generating
iis reDls.

3. Rcplac.tizrrzt witM another method: substituting an Auiva
obtained by noting analogies.

nt procedure

4. Unit intilqink: groupint .operations Into-a set accessible as a single unit.
-

11L
.

:5: Deletion qftuinecessari part s: eliminating redundant.or extraneous,operations.

&Wing ndrtial .ersults: retaining intermediate results which viobld otherwise
0. halve to be, recomputedlaterIn a procedure.

-

7. Re-orrigiigjzy. changing the sequence in which operations are performed.
t1P '

For ,each transforMation type; Iwitl ropos one or more patterns associateith t.

Neither the ltst of transformation types nor the sets- of patterns are intended to be
,

'exhaustive. In Understanding these patterns, it ip crucial to keep in mind a key pOint: these

patterns -represent heuristics for discoiering possible strategy changes. They serve lo foCus

attention oil some aspect of the process being carried' out. The patte rns sUggest a likelihood

of that aspect being.interesting in terms of making some change, but they do not guarantee

that a change will be eithei-. correct or worthwhile.' The issues of determining the correctness

and value of a, strategy change are of Concern in specifying the processes leading ro adoption

of changes. A diScussion of those processes is well beyond the scope,of thi's paper. Here; I

am only concerned' with the question of 'wliat -might _lead to a particul-ar change_ being

considered.
se
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.
...245. I geductiOn, to results

it is important to distintiuish be ween automatic and controll processes associated.
.r

with The learong of answers'.- I will littte abo,ut th atitomatic,' process
-

although I have some fAtoritism fer (wo: strengthening of frequently traversesilinks between
F

:Rodes.(kndersohe,41976), and EPAM-like discrimination learning (Feigenbautr,:1963).

. However iutomalic learning lakes place, it is ctill the case that mower<for results can
.

..
a

3 i

Y .1

be the crukomb of either atItomatic or goal-driven prpcessing. Neches (1-979) repoftg that

subjetts under instructions to learn. to perfer.m a task effioiently wilkide'ntifNa' ortiOns Of th'eir
- 1

procedure as important to memorize, and then rehearse results'of those' portions. Thus, in

addition to incidental learning, there are cases where a goal is set to attend to -c&tiin

information.

One pattern which would.suggest that such a, goal is worthWhile is this:
/.14 . -

A proc.edure.reiurs frequently, and thi; ranqe
oti different inputs to it seems small.

f- .

The FioWer of a pattern like this is extended' by the ability, of strategy changes to

interact.. Section 2.5.4, for .eicample, describes a unit building pattern whiCh forMs °new

procedures out of ctions which .cemMonly 'occur together... This, pattern would suggest

leprning the results Ptht new,procedure which provides the effect of l'ear.Qing the results

of the original sequence of actions.,

0 .10...

2..2 Reduction to a rule
.,.. ".

Often,7'when a p roced61-e his. being observed over some ange of inp,uts, it-may/be too
e, a,

difficult to learn a list of connections betWeenlhputs and r

I. a

1-40vér, it may be the

case that spme yule tan be discovere,d about the relationship between inplits and results. If
.

SO, then that rule can be used instead of the p ocedureltelf.
._

Patterns in the sequence of actio ' being performed may pol .seilve to identity Such., .. 1
1

rules. The iat t er ns, though, can giv very strong clues as to when it may b fruitful to
.

. . ,

actively search for such a rule.

The most general pattern which c n b states is the correlation rvle:,
e

10
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A procedure is observed.. tae several inputs and`
their etrr-esponding lesu4ts. Whenver the input
has sonic pr.ope,rty, the pesult which is generated
has ;WM specific corrqsponding property'.

4

Neehes

,

, To illustrate a trivial appliCation of ,thi,s pattern, imagine a sMall child learning to play a

game which has--th.e rule,.."A player's Marker May be moved only if either of the dice
shows 2, 4, or 6." Imagine further that the child has not yet learned to recognize the dot
patterns displayed on each .face of a die. To determine whether a move can be= maci'e, the

child must count the dots to see what number is th-ere.' A patte rn of correlation can then be
observed: Whenever the dots-can be formed into pairs, the answer is ,"yes", &id whenever
there is.a dot left over, the answer is "no:.

;

a t

Tho correlation pattern for inputs and outputs has-an analogue for effort:
---\

A dif.ference.in effort expended is tbieryed when.'
the same procodure is operating On the same input
at different- times.

t oo

This pattern suggests trying to "find som'e facfor which correlates with the effort
ference. Thi,- dor can then be built as part of a rule, which seeks io ensure its presenc6

whSh the prodrdtire is executtki,
t

This. pattern is Useful because procedures do not eXactly dUplicate thernselves each

tittle theii are executed. Tbey operate on objects which varY in their properties, they make
,...,

random c'hol-C-6-;s,, errors are sometimes made, 'actions (especially., motor responses) are not
.

,

rigidly defined, and SCI pn. 'All of this variability need* not ffect the correctnes of a
procedure, but it may leacilo systematic variability in itsefficienc

4

One last pattern handles a useful set of specjal cases:

A procejiire is ob;-,erved for a serieS of inputs,and
each inpr is'related to the previous one byteing
a successor In sem known, sequence.

If inputs are related in some orderly fashion, then it may be useful to try to determine

if the corresponding results are also related. If so, ,than a rule can be developed where a
Procedure's output is 'predicted on the basis.of its previous output (rather than on the basis

of its current input).

Mb.

11
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25.3 Replacement with alothgr method
tite Closely related to some of the reduction to a rule patterns are some patterns which

Neches

suggest that some procedure a suitable Substitute "for the procedure currently being used.

The patterns described here.correspud to- the similarity-detRction methods proposled
,

by Neches4 Ham, (19n) cailed "result matching" and "descriptio, matching".

`IP

-A case IS observed in-volvtng two different,
-procedures, each of:which ppTh&s 811 the same
input and produces the sane result, Nit one of
whh involve i. less effort.

This pattern leads to the discovery that two different prosedures are equivalent, It

naturally suggests ttlat they are substitutable, We can state a similar pattern which
represents a useful special case,.

The same procedure is observed to produce t le same
result for two difkrent input's.

k

In thi6 case, the pattern suggests that one particUlar input is substitutable fv- another.

If there is a marked difference in the effort required ti apply the procedUre to the two
inputs, then it becomes worthwhile to adopt a policy of substitUting the easier one.

. Both of the above patterns represent result-matching rules. It is also possible, in an

information processing system which keeps a network- of knowledge- associated with its
procedures, to have descriptions of the gii"als which a procedure is intended to aeheive, or

changeS. which a prOcedure is intended to produce. Analogous pajterns .to the ones

stated above can then be stated fOr these semantic conditions.

4 2.5.4 Unit builcling
lar r

As series of actions are eYecuted, it often becor4s useful to group them into sets

'accessible as" a single action. Gerritsen, Gregg, & Simon (1975), for examplertaught different

procedures for a symbol manipujation:task which consisted of a number of sub-problems.

They found a pattern of- increased latepcies between groups of sub-problems, and fast

latencies within groups, in all of their subjects in spite of the fact that none of the
.

methods taUght predicted such,a pattern.
1

This grouping proce9s is the fundamental process 'of a number ot learning theorists. It

12
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has appeared most recently in the developmental 4ieory of Klahr & Wallace (1976) as
"consistent sub-sequehce detection", and in Lewis' (1978) model of practice and einstellung
effects as l'Ite proc'ess of "composilion".

Basically, the pattern,which suggests grouping is relatively straiglitforward:

A procedure, P 1, is frequently'famyea by
another roc.edure, P2, and the result of4,
P1 is sed by P2. ---

.2.5.5 Deletion of unnecessary%-parts

There are many different nditions which render a set Of ac ions unnecessary, and
.therefore,eliminable. It may be, f r example, that:

A sequence of connected prc) edures,
is,abserved for which the output of the last Pri) is
identical to he input of the first (P1).

This pattern is equivalent to the loop-move deteCtor.s of Anzai's (1978) learning.
program, which is discussed in section 2.4. It notes that the effects of operations early in a
sequence have been undbne by the later operations. Since the effect of the sequence is to
take things back to where they started, the entire sequence serves no purpose.

Pi-oducing a change in the situation is necessary for a set of operations to be useful,
but it is not sufficient. The result rAust contribute towards solution of the task at hand. We
can describe one case where, this reqeirementis violated by stating the following Rattern:

,

Some action contained in .a procedure is observed to
have different results at hrnes when the procedure
itself is observed to have the same results.

This pattern suggests that the actien performedrhas no influence on the final outcome
of the procedure in which it is carried out. Extraneous actions are, of course, unnecessary..

Rather than having no influence, an action may be unnecessary because its efficts a e

predictable or redund.int. The next two patterns deal with those cases:
4

A deCisionis made about what te,do neS(t: on the basis of
some action's, result; that action, however, is observed
to have a constant result.

13
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If a-Adecision is always the same,'it rthed not be Made. This pattern describes the case

where a procedure is overly general. *That is, the procedure sp`ends time 'considerink

hypothetical possibilitias.which raTel4/ occur in practice. BhiSkar & Simon (1977) report a
,

, -... ,

case which Ne-ches & liaStes,(1978) have interpreted ' as an exAmf5le of deletion -of
.. ,

. unnecessary parts. In that case, an advanced subject working, thermodynamics: problem had

difficulties with a. very 'simple problem because he tried to apply his "Oandar"d" formula to it
, .

without noticing' that the equMion was inapprOpriate. (1t. was only ipplicable to the morg-
f

'complex problems which the su Jett normally.had to deal with.) Neches & Hayes. 6bserved'
. ,

that, wile seemed to have elim ated a test for problem-type which,was once', part of his
- ,

'strategy. for solving physics pto lems" tpg. 258). .. ,

We can see this problem solver's difficulties as an Instance in which the
. 0

Predictable-effects pattern,was ap lied. In this case:it was applied inappropriately. I take

examples such af..ithis, along w4lf-4 e,body' qliterature on einstcllung effects exemplified 13-y.

Luchins' water fug problems,(Luchihs, 191)2; LuchinsA Luchins, 1970), as demonstrations of

the heuristic natio-a of,the strategy change process. These patterns are useful becuse they
Usually lead to good;strategy changes, not because they always do.

Some changes are probably safer than others, though. For exa ple, in contrast to
"eliminati-ng apparently predictable port ons of a .procedure, this last pattern identifies

portions which aaear to be redundant.

A procedure contains two tests as part ofVdecIsion,
call them T1 and T2. It is observed that
the tests agree. That is,71 is observed- to's'ucceed
oh several occaions, with T 2 also succeeding on all
of those occasions, and is observed to fail on several other
occailions, with T also failing'on all of those
'occasions.

. This pattern suggests that the resurts of two tests are correlated. If this is the case,

then it may.be that one provides-no new information given that thc; results of the other are

available. in t at case; we can s'ay that the procedure i overdeterrnined, that is, that one of

the tests is u necessary. This pattern offers a way to further explicate Neches & Hayes

(1978) própos explanation of Neisser's (196j1) visual search task. Neisser reported that
practiced subjects were twice as fat.1 at locahng a,particular letter among dissimilar' letters as

among similar letters. In the dissimilar-letters condition, Neches and Hayes .suggested, the

procedure for finding. the tqrget letter 'is, overdetermined when the letter itself is sought.

Many different perceptu l tests go into distinguishing' pne letter from anot,her.; if the

14
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surrounding letters are dssim,lar, tome of those tests becowe redundant.

2.5.6 Saving partial results

If a result is already available, it is a waste of time to recompute Wheri a particular

result is frequently,' needecI, it is worthwiiile to store it in leng,term memory so that jt is

abitay.s'available. This is the effect acheiVed kly reduction to results (section 25.1).

SOmetimes, though, a result is needed many tirnes within a particular próblem but the
,

result which is needed varies: from problem to problem. In such cases, remembering the
resul permanently may be neither useful nor feasible. These cases are the domain for which

savi g partial results is useful.

As a very simple exaMple, consider the task,of multyplying two Iare digits together,
say, 43,108 i 32,343: It turns out that 3 x 43,108 is 129,324. It s useful to remember this'

later in the probletm ,when it is necessary to compute 300 43,108 .a:nd 30,000 x 43,1.

However, it isprobably not generally useful to 'memorize-Torevei the relationshiP between 3,
43,108, and 129,324. Saving partial results transformations apply Jo cases such as this, where

a$

a resul) only needs to be saved temporarily.. Unlike reductionlo results, which utilizes long
terni memory, saving partial resulti trodifiet procedures tO make better use of sl-ort term
memory or external memory.'

One pattern which suggests a saving is possible is what ,might be cailed the
oppcirtunitY, rule:

A procedure is about to be execUted Vvith,a certgin
input, but theoresult of that procedure with the /
same input is recorded in working memory.

It sometimes may be that the information is ne longer in working memory. In that t esti,

the pattern is ah4404, but net quite, the same:

A procedure. is observed with a,certain input,
but its result is not active in working memory.

These patterns are so straightforward that there is almost nothing to be said about
tbem. The first case &Its not even really ,require a modification-to the procedure. All that

needed is a gebral result-copying pr:ocedure which it invoked whenever the pattern is

noted. *The secOnd case suggests some obvious modifications: using external memory or,

rehearsing the result.
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Re-prdering
-

. Changing the/r er hi which oper-ations "re performed can reduce both processing 26-;d
?

.

Memory demand!. It can r duce proces relemancfs because, sometimes, performing an

. action earner tate means t iat other actions do npt have to 10 performed as (Men. It can

nds because, Olen, doing things in a differentorder can cut the need to

Neches

reduce memdry dem
remember informaton. for Iong periods. Neches & Hayes 11978) suggest that the efficient

-.Wategies of- mental arithmetic prodigies (cf. Hunter, 068) can be seen as re-qrderings of
,

ordinapy cakulali nal procedures'.

It is relat4rely easy to think of patterns which suggest exploring re-ordérins tci reduce

memory load. IwilI present two. Th first )s Rune simple:

A large r7imhpr of items are in working memory which have not'-..k
been usçd.

Anoth r pattern does not dcpend on the number of items, but Is useful in*proving
cases involv g a single item!

A resqtlt is generated, but many operat ons inte
befor any use of it is rn de.

The e two patterns ar corelated, although mpletely equivalent. They ,are

correlated becAusef.the longer a 'result has to wait be e e being psed, the More likelY it is to
"t

cohtribut.00 a crOwding condi ion in working memory.

:T,IA are a number o patterns which could be stated for re-ordering to reduce-
proccssingf effort. I will not go into them here, although I'd Ike to note for those with
computer ,cience backgroungs 'that these patterns are essentially the same- as the rules
deveitoped for use in optimiz compilers (cf. Allen Cocke, 1972).

16
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, 3-. A Simple Example:. Childres 4dddion Strategeie's

I would like to illustrate the theory's ,pOplic,ation in a simple, faMiliar do ain. In this
. - ; ,---t,. ...

: section present a task analysis.of acquiring facility at adding two digits 11Th

1),.leches

3.1 Defin ng the initial "and final proced

The first step ir5.an analysis of difficulties in discovering,effective strategiestis, not
surprisinely, to .determine, what strategies are used. Varttus reaction time studies suggest

k

that children start with, a very simple computational procedure and acquire a morp
sophisticated procedure, which even adults fall back on when their mature memory retrieval
strategies fail.

30.1 Precursor 'of adult procedures: the MIN method

Groen Parkman (1972)'studied kolution times on simple addition problems for both
children (average age 6 years, 10 months) and adult college students. The data from 19 of
the 37 children studied were bett explained by assuming that they followed a procedure
called the "MIN-model". This procedure gets its name from the observation that the time
taicen tO produce an answer depends only on the.rninimum of the.two addends. Essentially, as

Groefi,& Parkmanstate it, adding x, and y by the MIN procedure Involves the following steps:

. 1. Set d counter, "Valu , to the larger of x and y.

2. Set a.counter, "I ncrement", to 0.

3. Increment Value by 1.
811

4. Increment "Incrernent"%y 1.

ebs

5. It "Increment" is les than the smaller of x and y, then go to step 3.

6.-Report "Value" as the answer.

(Another way of stapng this procedure is, "St rt with thd larger number, and ,increment

ethe smaller number of times.")

.
3.1.2 Successors of the MIN method: memory strategies

,

Adult performance, Groen,& Parkman found, could be explained in t ways. Either:

(a) adults always followed the MIN procedure, but were much faster it carr in-g out.some of

the stepspor (b) the adOlts usually retrieved the answer from memory, but 5% of the time
'suffered from recIl failures and were forced to fall bAk on the MIN procedure. The first

L....___,

17
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explanation requires that adults improve over children by an im.plausibly large factor of 20,
r.

so we will asurne for the remainder of this discussion that the latter. explanation is corect.

' There is'sorne evidence that trliemory for addition ans.wers develops at .dif.feren,t rates

for certain problem types.. Green, and Parkmari found that slopes for tie- prOlcrns (1+1, 2+2,

it.,b+9) in their children's data differe4d from thole predicted by the. MIN computational
procedure. Atthough srower -than adults, it appeared as if Children .had 4ome memory for tie
problep answers. Woods, ReSnick, & Broen (1976) found a similar ef(ect- for tie problems

studying single digit !,;ubtraction'problems.

3.1.3 Precursors of the MIN method: jhe SliM procedure

If the end product is a fast memory-retrieval process, is the MIN procedure then the
Initial procedure? It scams not. Groen & .Resnick (1977), studying even younger children

(average age 4 years ) 8 months), provide evidence that the MIN procedure develops from
another procedure. This procedure was dubbed the "SUM MODEL", be,cause trme to produce

an answer grows with the sum of the two digits. To add z and kthe SOM rocedure follows
these steps:

1..Count out x "objects" (e.g., fingers).

2. Count out y objects.

3. Count how many objects there are all togethet;.

'As can 114 seen from thc langua e used to describe the SUM procedUre it is an-

ex,tremely easy' method to commu,i'cai HoweVer, since the sum is always greteLtip the
minimum addend, this strategy is far less efficient -- on the averce, 5 extra roperatlons will
be required (at least 1, and at most 9). These extra operations correspond t.0.4.4.e. difference

betw6en the sum and the minimum operand.

3.2 Characterizing differencesibetween procedures
-411,

So far, we hve seen,that the development of addition procedures can be separated
into the development of. computational prAkcdures, and the development of memory retrieval

procedures. There is some reason to believe that these two developments overlap in time.
,Since there is little of subtlety to say about the differences between 'computational and
memory retrieval processes, I will focus on differences and transitions between computational

. methods.

Insert Figure 1 about here
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The model of strategy change which drives this task analysis puts a. heavy emphasis on

short term memory. Let's start the analysis, therefore, by asking what sort of traces the
SUM and MIN procedures might leave in working memory. Figure 1 illustratgs the twp
procedures applied to the problem 2 + 5. The SUM procedure is shown in Figure la. The left

column indicates the values generate/for a counting procedure, which is execuied 'three

times in the procedure. As can be seen, the counter is incremented first from null to the
value of one addend, then from null to the value of the seconi addend, and finally from null
to the value of the ansWer. Each time a new count is started, th critical information obtained

up* to that point,is represented in an external memory aid, the Object List illustrated in 1.11e

right haod column:*

Figure lb, which illustrates the MIN procedure, is naturally much shorter.' Atm column
indicates the sequence of values assigned to the Value counter referred to in 'section 3.1.1,

the other indicates the values assigned to the Increment counter. As an be sebn, the Value

Counter starts with the larger addend, and isincremented to the ans er. The ncrement

counter starts with'nothing, and is incremented up Ntie smaller addend.

3.2.1 Comparison of,strategies

7

There are four m'aior differences between the SUM and iv1IN stnategies. SUM has an

Object list, representing the'Lise of an external memoryLk1IN does not use external memory.

SUM counts out three, sets of numbets: (a) from 1 to tA first. number; (b) from 1 to the

second-number; and then, (c) from 1 to 'the sum.of the two addends. MIN, on the other hand,

counts out two sets of numbers: (a) from 1 to one of the addends; and, timuitaneously, (b)

the last part of ,the sum, that is, 'from .the other addend to the total. Thus, the counting

operations performed in the MIDI procedure can be seen, as a- su'iLte't of the couhting
operations performed in the SUM proced

MIN has an addend select Nile, which cells for distinguishing the two 'addends as

larger vs. smaller. SUM,has a random preference rule.

Finally, 'SUM performs its counting serially, finishing each of its three counts_ befe-e

initiating the next. In the MIN procedure, two counts are interleaved, as the procedure
alternates between incrementing' the Value count and the Increment.

, What this list of differences amounts to, is an argument that the MIN procedure t an be

obtained from the SUM procedure by making/3,1;e following set of changes:

1. Eliminate the Object List.
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4
2. Add a procedure for identifying the larger and smaller addends.

3. Eliminate the addend count-up phase for the larger addend.

4. Eliminate the portion of the total count-up phase in which the larger addend is
counted. (So that the count.goes from "max,..., total" rather than,from "1,...,max,

5. Re-arrange the sequcTce of operations so 'that the remaining groups of actions
(counting from 1 to the Smaller addend, and counting from the larger addend to
the sum) are interleav

To-see exactly why these .clianges are sufficient, it is necessary to have a tighter
;

informa4io2 processing analysis of th4e two procedures than has been provided so far. ',It"

should also be noted that theng changes are only partially:ordered. That is, thew is no a
priori reason to expect them to be made simultaneously, or -even in any' unique' order:
Section 3.2.2 it concerned with these two points. It establishes the background for the
analysis of specific transitions in section 3.3.

3:272-liwal space of. strategy variants

Although it may seem that the SUM and MIN strategies have already been described in

detail, the fact is that a number of issues have been' left unspecified. For example, no.thing

has been said about commutivity, or the concept of greater/lesser, even though:bath are 44.*

implied in the description given for.the MIN procedure. Nor have the nature of tests and
operations been specified, e.g.-, how the procedure determinez when to stop counting. (This, I
will be claiming, r.squires the concept of one-to-pne correspondance.)

When these details are specified, and the independence, of possible strategy changes Is

taken into account, we will see that what a.'ppears is' not a single SUM method and a single

MIN melhod. Rather, what will be found is a space of addition met ods, consisting.of families

of related strategies. Some of these strategies belong to the S M family, some to the MIN
family, and othT fall somewhere in between. Figure 2 repres nts this space as a network
structure, in which nodes represent different procedures and arrows represent strategy
transformations leading from 'one procedure\ to aeother. This section wiR try to fermally
specify tfiese procedures, and informally justify the trans'itions between them. Section

wittprovide a more formal analysis for some selected transitions.

Insert Figure 2 about here
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Let us start with the SUM strategy. Ap informal decription, was given in 5ection'3.1.3:'-
Fig Ure la h& illusicated the sequpnce of vAlues- generated in course of fallowing some
version .of the procedure. Wha-t 11as n o t been specified are:, (a) the raleS for selectind which

4
addend to start working with first; (b) the-rule specifying' wheri to stop counting; (c)' the
mental operations which implement these 'rules; and (d) the mental representatiert'ol

Neches

information which is operated upon. I will startby describing SUMex, a basic version of the'

SUM family. A program for it is defined in F.igure 3.

Insert Figure 3 about liere
.

SUMe,r has -a first-naticfed rule 'for selecting addendS, which'says that the addend of
.

first interost is determined randomly. Its rutes controlling counting 'of addends represent a

fo'rm of one-to-one correspondance; for each numberillirintioned; an object is added' to the,

external memory: Its rules controlling counting of the ttital repres'ent the converse
one-to-one correspondance; each.time. an object is found, the next number is tenerared. In

,

both cases, the processes start with an initial value, and then run until intevupted. When
counting addends, the interruption stops .the counting when the count matches thertiddend.
When counting, the total, the interruption occurs when the procedure r ns out of' lhirigs to

or
count. The mode of representation is partly.- aydltory, ,since numb s are spoken
sub-vocalized, and partly visual, since the external display of (objects must toe scanned.

Among the 141`y features of SUMex is its reliance on an external memory. The counting

out of both addends leaves one number in working memory.for each object in the. external

, meMory. To count up the total, it's sufficient to count the number of nunzbe-rs counted out for
. . . ... . ,

the addends. Therefore, external memo e lirninateti in favor of reliance on the
, _ /.

information in working memory. The re ulting proce e, SLJM"r (for .iniernal, random), i-S.

shown in Figure 4.. As can be seen, it irs dentical to the UM'e,f. procedure shown in Figure 3,
1/4, -

' With the exception of changes to steps 4 a d 12.

'1
-insert Figure 4 about here

The next series Of transitiOns delete redundant counting operationsein two stages. One

stage eliminates the counting of one of the addends. This produces procedures which count

out the entire tdtal, but only one Of the addends. Their performance characteristics would

depend on. both the,, sum and the ,counted addend. Thea;addend selection rule_ determines

which will be the critical addend, thus providing variants RANDOM/SUM, MIN/SUM, MAX/SUM.

Figure pa presents a program for RANDOM/SUM; it is essentially identical to Figure 4, with

2 1
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1) Pick an addend, at randis; 0111 it X. -

4722), Call the other addeid Y.

3) Put a 1 in woridng memory.

4) Place an'object in the sequence held in external memory.

)

5) Compare the_ number in working map t.o X...

6) It UN, tio.,are not equal-, put the number'i successor
in -WoHozing. memory, and go to step-4.

7) Put a-1 in working memery.

8) Place in object. in the iequence held in external pemory.

.9) Compare the nunber in orking ..mtmory to Y.

10) It the two are not equal, put the, nutber's successor'
in worAing misery, and go to step 8.

11) Put-a zero. in Working memory. 4

12),Tiy to fetch an object (rau external memory.

13) If ast object- is fatsa'd put the7nunber's successor in
working memory, and go. to atep 12. .

14),Report the. laat wo9rldng memory as the answer

.

Ptcwitc

Mit
i or

1) Pick an addend at ran-dcm; call it X.

2) Call the other tddend Y.

3) Put. a 1 in working stelory.f

5)-Cpupare the nurcer in working memory to X.

6) IfIthe two are not dqual put the numberls successor
- In working memory, and go to .step 5.

4
7) Put a 1 in working memory.

9) Ccmpare .the number in working memory to Y.

10) If.the two are not equal, put the nunber's successor
in horidng memory, and go to step 9.

11) Put a zero in working memory..

12 ) Try-to fetch a couit element frau Working memory

13) If an object is found, put the ctrrent number's
successor in working memory, and go to steP 12.

14) Report the last number in rk1n8 memory 83 the answer.
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the exception of the steps *elating to t le addend count.

Insert Figure 5 about here

The second stage: eliminates the first portion of the total coUnt, which corresponds to
the same addend eliminated in the first stage. This ctinge creates prOcedures Which count

out one addend and then count from the other addend to the total', maintaining a 1-1

correspondance with the count for the first addend. These pr,ocedures will be sensitive 'only

to the first dend. Depending bn the 'selection rule, we will get RANDOMseq, MINseq, or

MAXseq. Fig e 5b specifies RANDOMsecr

However, another change becomes feasible at about the same time as the second stage

of delet:ing unnecessary parts. This Other change is to re-order the sequence of S74.eerations

so., that the addend count is done during the total count, rather thki before it. This offers
ihe advantage of reduced memory load, since digits in.the addend count are used immediately..
instead of being held for later use. a

The second deletion and the reLordering, are independent. Theoretically, they could
take place in either order, sci the combinatorics generate a set of related variants,. If the
re4ordering occurs after the deletion, then it transforms the sequential strategy into its
corresponding parallel counting procedure: RANDOM, MAX, or MIN, If. the re-ordering is
discovered firSt, we get Variants ,of the /SUM procedures: RANDOM/SUMhari MIN/SUMpao
end MAX/SUMpar. Making the deletion, then leads to pr.ocedures RANDOM, MAX, or the goal

procRdure: MIN. Thus, either path leads to. RANDOM, MAX, or MIN.

rigure iHustrates the dtfference between sequential and parall'il procedures by
specifying MINSCq and its counterpart, the parallel procedure MIN (which also imppens to be

the Holy Grail of this expedition). Cqmparing the MINseei procedure of Figure 6a with the

RANROMseci 'procedure shown in Figure 5b will §how that they differ cInly in step 1, the
. (-#

addend selection rule. In turn, the MIN procedure of Figure 6b differs only in the

arrangement of steps.

Insert Figure 6 about here

If thif path has lead to MIN; of course,_then the procedure's development is essentially

comiblete. If not, then the transitions of interest are those which lead to members of the MIN

family. Note that, in Figure 2, these transitions are all repre,sented as going through Ihe

RANDOM family of procedures. In this analysis, the MAX family branch of the ,treeV viewed



A. RANDOM/SUM

1) Pick an-addend at4sandam; dill it X.

2) Call the other addend Y.

3) Put a 1 in,working membry.

5) Caviare the number in working memory to X.

6) If the two are not equal, put the number's sucessor
ii working memory, and go to step 5.

7) Put a 1 in working memory.
'4(

9) Compote the niumber.in working memory to Y.

10) If the two are not equal, put the number's successar
in Wrking memorylvand go U2 step 9.

119 Find the last number of the first count sequence;
make that the current.number in working memory.

12) Try to fetch a count element fram working Memory.

13) If an objemt.is fbund, put the cuz#nt number's
successor in working Memory, a gpto step 12.

VI) RePort the Lip number in workini memory ss the answer.

B.RANi
Ise,q

1) Pick an addend at rankle; *call it X.

2) call the other addend Y.

7) Put a 1. in working memory.:

9) Compare the number in working memory to Y.

10) If the two are not equal, put the number's successor
in working memory, and go to step 9.

1I") Make X the current number in working memory.

12) Try to fetch a count element ppm working manor

13) If an object is fodhd, put the current nUmber:%16
successor in working memory, and go 03 ste0F12.

14) Report the last number in workinumerry as the answer.



A. MIN
seq

%1') Pick the LARGER addend; call it X.

2) Call the other addend Y.

7) Put a 1 in, uorking menary.

9) Compare the number In anrking memory to Y.

10) If the two are/ not equal, put the mnber's successor
in isorking memory; and go tofstep 9.

11") Make X the ctrrent nunber in barking t4tiey.

12) Try to fetch a count element frail working mencry.

13) If an object is found, put the ctrrent 'number's
sticcessor in .wor;dng motory, and go to step .12.

14) Report the last ninber ih working memory as the answer,

B. MIN

.14.
1') Pick the

2) Cap the/

li") Make

4

LARMR addend; call it X.

other addend Y.

the key" ntnber in rorldng mesory.

h 7) Put a 1

9f4 Compare

1ii) Put

in working memory. (WA it the "other's.)

the other number in working memory to t.
e key number's successor in working memory.

10) If the other nunber doesn't equal Yi put its successor
in wcirking memory, and go to step 9.

14) Report the last nunber in working menory as the ansuer.
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as a blind alley (if the reader will-forgive a mixed metaphor). In the next section, we, will see

why this is so.

3.2.3 Summary of results

At this point, we have compared a simple initial SUM strategy to a sophisticated
"expert's,. MIN strategy., The results of this comparison are summ'arized if? Figure 7. All

additign procedures rely on procedurecounting and for maintaining _one-to-one

correspondance betWeen two sets of symbols. However, procedures essentially ditfer along

four dimensions:

1. Memory representafion: whether or not external memory aids-are needed.

2. Addend selection rule: the criteria determining which addend will rece0 sPecia
handling.

3. Sets of objects co4 ted: the number of timqs a counting process is invoked, and
the starting and ending points of each count.

4. Orde ing of counting operations: .whether the counting operations are perfo mad
separately or concurrently.

a
Insert Figure 7 about here

The initial.-SUM strategy uses external memory, counts three sets of objects, and
performs the counts sequentially (cf.., Figures la and 3). The goat MIN strategy uses only

internal. memory, Eounts twos ,sets 9f objects, performs the counts concurrently, and haS a
larger-addend selection rule (cfFigures lb and 6b).

Art analysis of the patternsy-inherent in traces, of the SUM procedure has lead to a set

of intermeitiate alternatives along each of the four dimensions. Since the four dimensions are

almost in pendent, this in tu,rn led to the hypothetiial space of related addition, procedures

shown in .Figure 2. For convenience of exposition, I have presented the analysis in reverse

order, by presenting the space of procedures before discussing the patterns which caused
me to geneate it. This allowsime to present the strategy transformations in terms of groups
of similar transitions, rather than having to consrder each transition separately. These groups

are the topic of section 3.3.

,7 ' 140)
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3.3 Analyzing SUM-to-M1N transitions

Neches

This section will,discuss three sets of transitions: (a) from SUM to the three sequential

procedures; (b) from sequential procedures to MINseq; and, (d) from sequential procedures to

parallel procedures.

3.3.1 The elimination of addend counts

Although procedures in the SUM family differ in their addend selection rules, there are

only three cases which need to be considered for the entire family. Either the first addend

selected is the ,larger of the two (call it Max), the smaller of the two (call it Min), or the
addends are equal. Figure 8a illustrates the case where Min precedes Max, Figure 813 the

case where Max precedes Min.

. Insert Figure 8 about here

In the Min-first case: (a) the addend count goes from 1 to Min; (b) starts at .1 end

passes through Min-on the way to Max; then, (c) starts at 1 and passes through both Min and

Max pn,the 'way to the sum. In the Max-first case, (a) and (b) are reversed. Since the total
'count is kept in correspondance with the digits generated by the two addand counts each,
digit in the total count is paired with a digit in 4he.addend -count.

fhe mcst strikinefaattern is that, in all cases:
4 '

The first portion of the total count is exactly
identical to the gems being counted, the digits of
the first addend.

44.

(
This sort of pattern, where the input of an operation is the same as its result, was one

of the patterns which section 2.5.5- suggested as a trigger for deletion of 'unnecessary parts.

There are actually three possible outcomes of this pattern. The most likely would be
to describe the identity as being between the selected addend and the'total count. This

description accounts for all instances 'of the patternrand suggests deleting the unnecessary

portion of the total count, Since this change leaves the-current addend selection rule intact,

the transition would convert SUMS" into RANDOM/SUM. Just below, III discuss the paths from

there to a sequential strategy, but first let's consider the t.Vo less ljkely descriptions of the
paite n. These would lead elirectly to MIN/SUM or MAX/SUM.

24
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Assume that a child executing a SUM procedure had described thd'addends in/terms of

relative size (i.e., as Mi4i, and Max). Then, the patterns available for olisiervation divide into-

three sets: Min-first, Mix-first, and tip problems. Under a random addend selection rule, and
almost any distribution of problems, the probability is 457 that the pattern instance which is

'first noticed will be Min-first. (The probability is the same for Max-first:- Tie problems
constitute the remaining 107.) Thus, thdre is some small probability of describing the pattern
as indicating that; it is unnecessary to perform the portion of the total count corresponding to

Min4or Max). This is quite different from focussing on- the first digit. These descriptions

suggest Modifying the addend selection rule, in addition to deleting some countipg operations.

Depending on whether Min or Max was deleted, the result would be to transform SUM into

MAX/SUM or MIN/SUM,-.respectively. (The reversal comes because the resulting procedure is

sensitiie to the remaining addend, rather than thvieleted addend.)

There are also several yther patterns which, although even less likely, would support a
direct transition to MIN/SUM or MAX/SUM. These involve comparing the second addend count

with the total count. Although the second addend couilt occurs after the first, it is further

away. in mcino-ry from the total count, This is because the digits of the firs1 addend count are

being brought forward for pairing with digits in the total count. These patterns, although

more Octant, are of the same form t s the preceding ones:

For Min--first problems, the total count will be
identical with the second adderid all thesw0
through Max,

Similarty,

For Mar-firsr problems, they will lie identical
up lo

bi

Thus, thx-3 two patterns are th e mirror images of the primary patterns. The distance

between elements in them is the factor which makes them secondary. Rather than involving

an identity between contiguous elementsrthese patterns involve an identity between items
separated by a distance proportional to the size of the addend. Once again, these patterns

suggest a deletion of part of the total count. If the addends are represented as Min and Max,

In addition to first and second, then the pattern also suu,gests a, switch in addend selection

rule which leads to MIN/SUM or MAX/SUM.

Insert Figure 9 about 'here

25
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Figure 9a shows the sequence of operations involved in the MIN/SUM procedure;
Figure 9b shows MAX/SUM. RANbOM/SOM will alternate between behaving like MIN/SUM or

MAX/SUM. There is one general pattern present in all /SUM procedures which suggests a
transition to the 'corresponding sequential strategy:

The portion of the total count corresponding to the .

second 'addend count. js used only to generate the
addend itself, although that addend is already
known (since it is, given in the problem).

This is a pattern assodated with saving of partial results (section 2.5.6), which
'suggests replacing thgt-portion of the total count with the addend given in the preblem

(which is. the end result of that portion). This change, since it does not consider addend

selection rules, -moves whichever /SUM strategy is in use over to the 'corresponding

sequenVal strategy.

As will he seen below, the only competition faced by this pattern comes from patterns
, .

which suggest other useful changes.. The procedures produced by jnaking those _other
change's generate patterns equivalent to this one. Thus, the Kttf-firt74t'y of making this

transition seems relatively' small. The difficul might lqe even smaller if a transition to a'parallel procedure (cf. sectien 3.3.3) has alrea y.been made.

3.3.2 Developing the correct addend.selection rule

In order to.live the most efficient procedure, MIN, it is necessary to have an addend
selection' rule which foctises on the larger addend. When the addend count for the Metz digit,
is deleted, and the total count is ,laried from Max, then all steqiz which can be eliminated w II

have been.

This section will consider transitions which lead from members of the RANDOM and MAX

families into,membees of the MIN family. (Remember that these first two familie*: have addeflki

selection rules which attend to the first-noticed addend, or the smaller adder4 respectively.)
A% rigur'6 2 illustrates, theye are many points at which the transition to 44ilarger-addend

seleetion rulg can be made. This section will consider first the transitions from a first-noticed
rule to a larger-addend rule (i.e., RANDOM family to MIN family), then transitions frOrn a
smaller7addend rule to a larger addend rule (i.e., MAX family to MIN family).

The patterns which suggest modifying the first7noticed adden &election rule

b'ecause procedures in the RANDOM family sometimes beliavg"likathe corresponding' MAX
family member and sometimes behave like the corresponding MIN family member. This, of

26
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coUrse, Is because the first-noticed eddend has an equal likelihood of being the larger or
smaller of the two. As a reselt, it is possible to compare sequences generated when'solving

equivalent problems at different times.

If we consider the sequences of actions generated by RANDOM/SUM, we see that:

The two sequences cif operations.showm in Figyre 2
pr'oduce the same answere, but one involves less
effort.. (The effort difference is propor,tional to
the difference between the add nds.)

The sequonces generated by RANDOM/SUMpar (see section 3.3.3), although differing in

. the order in which operatiqns are performed, alsdt have the same properties as described in

llis pattern. In RANDOMseq and.the pure RANDOM procedure,lhe same type of pattern also

. appears. However, because an additional set of counting operations has been deleted, the

effort difference is more significant: it is now proportional to twice the difference between

Max and Min.

The .pattern is one associated with reduction to a rule (section 2.5.2). It suggests
looking ter a.correlate of the effort difference, an d. using that correlate to pick the methOd

for solving 'the problem. Thus, the pattern is useless -unless the addends are ad escribed in

terms of greater and lesser; otherwise nothing can be foijna which correlates tvith the effort

difference. If this description.is available, however, the change suggested by the.pattern is a

new addend selection rule which marks the larger addend for deletion. This rule, .of course,

converts a RANDOM family member to the corresponding MIN family member..

Note that, although . this is e highly critical transition in reaching the goal MIN
procedure, it is also a highly difficult transition. This pattern compares action sequences

acrpss different problems, rather than within- problems. Noticing the pattern requires that-
equivalent problems appear reasonably close to each other,. If "prOblems are selected at

random, the probability of this happening is relatively'low. For any 'given problem, the
chance of the equivalent problem occuring within the next five 1:moblems is less than 0.05.

On first inspection;i4 would seem that this analysis suggest that it would be useful to
give students pairs of equivalent problems. There are, however, some difficulties in such a

Simple approach. If a sequence of 'problems is given where equivalent problems are
deliberately placed close together, then competition is created from another strategy change:

skmply copying the result of the first problem, without doing any computation whatsoever on

the second problem. This competing strategy is much less general; since it is only of use
when a problem is equivalent to a recently preceding one. Nevertheless, it would preclude

27
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0
the comparison of effOrt differences necessary to switch to a MIN strategy.

The transition from RANDOM family membership te MIN family membership is

particularly, important because the total task analysis suggests that most of the paths to MIN
go through s'ome RANDOM procedure. MAX family'metfibers lack patterns directly suggesting

transitions to MIN. By looking at the portions representing MAX-femily procedures in Figures
8b and 9b, we .can see a set of patterns appearing in the assorted MAX variants:

If the Max addend is still counted out, then
its count will match with the total count.

This pattern is ,of the ame form as patterns mentioried earlier. However, it only
applies to action sequences generated by deleting the count of the Min addend (e:g., in
MAX/SUM). 'The exacA forrn.of one of these sequences depends on which procedure variant is

being considered. (Actually, there is a 'set of related .patterns. Since their implications are

the same,'Ihough, it's convenient to generalize and talk.as if there was a single pattern.)

Unlike other patterns of its form, it cannot directly suggest a change. This is because -
deletion of the Min addend counf has removed information necessary to constructing a
strategy where .,the Max addend count is deleted. Thus, this pat:tern can suggest that
MAX/SUM is unsatisfactory, but not exactly how to modify it. A procedure with sufficient.
information to enable construction of the MIN/SUM strategy can only b.e reached by returning

from MAX/SUM back to RANDOM/SUM. In addition it should be noted that this is a difficult
pattern to detect, since (as Figure 9b illustrates) the portion of the total count between Min'
and Max will nOt be paired with the critical numbers in the addend Count.

3.3.3 The switch to para lel counting

To be MaXimally efficient, the addition procedure needs tor count digits concurrently,

rather than minting out each soli completely before going on to the nexi.,,;. Concurrent

eountin'g drastically reduces both the number of items which must be kept in working
memory, and the length of time for whicri they are:needed. This 'is because information is
use'd'as soon as it ts produced in the parallel procedures, but has to wait for some time
before being used in the sequential procedures. To see this, consider the differen7Niastween

MIN and sits sequential variant MIN.seq (cf. rigure 10). If we ccinsider the points of peak
memory lotad in the two procedures, large differences appear.. ,

Ipsert Figure 10 about here
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In MINsecr the peak comes when the addend has been counted. out but the

corres onding total. cognt has not started. At that point, 2 t Min items are.require.th. (a) thp
Max ddend, which is needed to initialize the total .cou"-Rt; (b) the Min addend, which is needed

1 -c; test 40r completion of the adOend count; and, finallY, (c) items representing eaCh digit in

the addend* coUnt which aVe needed for manngthe4Qtal count.

With concu-rrent strategies,.such as MIN, there is nosuch peak. At 'all poi in time,

only a strati, constant, number ofwitems., are reiwired: (a) the addend value ,used to stop

counting; (b) the current value of the total count; and (c) ht. rent value of the, addend

count.

Section 2,5.7:sugeested two patterns associatea with re-ordering transformations. Ifis
useful to look for ca,:,es where many operations intervene -between producing some
infortnatioriltem and using it. It is also useful to look at Fases where the demand on working

,

memory is high. Both of these patterns applji to the. setwerYtial strategies. In justifying the
value of making this change to MIN ", "we saw that generating all. addend cirgits before

)
counting a'ny of 'them cluttered working memory, and led to a delay between generation and

utilization proportional to the size of the addend.

It is interesting to note that the need for a re-erdering lessens qv the procedure
becomes more sophkticated. In, say; the SUM procedures, the generation/utilization distance

. and )he peak memory load are both proportional to the sturi of the addends. In MINseq, both

factsta; wore proportional not to thp sum, bUt only to the Min addend.
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4. Closing' notes

This paper has tried to take aPart the task of simple addition and then put it back
together agarn. It,eis always somewhat frightening to discover how, complicated "simple" tasks

really 'are. in this analysis, things havq become quite complicated indeql. What has been

gained from the exercise? .

4

First of all, an understanding of the complexity of such a-re-if-t is useful in itself. It

really should not be that surprising that thpre are compiel features in the addition task. This

is a tkill which takes quite Some time for childt'e; to rAaster. Since we all believe that our

children are terr'ibly bright, we slaould hoRti---t-hat there is'a good reason why it takes so lOng.

This task analysis has-suggested several reasons. I have st out by identifying an
efficient strategy and a simple, easily teaChable, novice strat gy. When we cansider the.
differences betWeen thesb procedures; we see that a snumber 'of independent discoveries
must be made. When we consider what is involved in making those discoveries, we see that

moving directly to the expert strategy is foossible builunlikely. The rriitor alternatives each

present diffic'ulties. One set of strategies represent a dead end: the iMpravements which are

possible in that set turn oLit to-eliminate information which is crUcial to discovering the best

strategy. Fortunately, there is information still available which ind cates that a better
strategy is possible.

The other major alternative set of strategies contains information which is essential to
one of the keyadiscoveries leading to an expert strategy. This information has to do With
differences in effort 'an equivalent problems. The analysis showed that this information might
be difficult to acquire naturally, since the appropriate circumstanw can be expected to occur

einly'frarely under random conditions. The analysis also warned of difficulties in trying to
arrange an appropriate sequence of practice problems. Trying to make. the 'properties of
eciurvalent problems salient by assigning them Its pairs, for example, creates a pattern which

suggests another shortcyt. That shortcut, it turns out, can preclude noticing bf the critical

properties of the problems.
/

. The emphasis of the analysis has been on patterns. This has been useful in analyzing

addition, because it has led to suggestions-about a set of related (but still very different)
procedures for doing the task. This set has appeared as a result of the simple obseryation

that any complex sequence of actions contains a number of dilferent patterns. Each pattern

can suggest a different way to modify that sequence.

One of the great bugaboos of psychology is 4hbturront emphasis on aggregated data

and group; models. In instruction, a critical concern is (or should be) With the sources of

variation in intivldual performance. The approach to task analysis I have tried to present
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here is oriented to addressing that concern. Rather than susgesting that there is a single
IA

I . d
teaming path, which all students follow at varying rates, this analysis suggesis that we can

,

identify .many diffeetnt paths. Some paths may be b.etter than ot,hers, but each presents its

own unique difficulties. To optimally gear instruction to a student, it is important to be able

to assess: his or her individual problems.

Analyses such as I have presented, which help to idenaly the s'ef of possible strategies

and t le difficulties entailed in developing expertise with them, are a step in this direcen.
1/4
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